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P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S AG E
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA

You must go out.

from lines in rescues along
coastal cliffs. In some cases
these injuries were career ending, resulting in disability
retirements.

That was the maximum of the
members of the United States
Life-Saving Service over its
many years of lifesaving from
1848 to 1915. It was a
reminder and a point of pride
among the lifesavers that no
matter the conditions, if there
was someone in distress in the
water they would go.

The ultimate sacrifice, loss of
life, is thankfully rare in our
profession. We have the benefit of better training, better
equipment, and the experience
of over 100 years of trial and
error. We have national standards and leadership that can
help avert injuries. But sometimes they are unavoidable.

One of the tragic outcomes
occurred in March 1902 when
seven lifesavers nobly perished in an effort to save the
crew of the vessel Wadena off
Cape Cod in high seas. "We
must go," said the lifesaving
station keeper, "there is a distress flag in the rigging." Over
the years of the Life-Saving
Service many went out. Some
did not return.
That high tradition of placing the safety of those we protect
above ourselves remains among the members of the United
States Lifesaving Association. Thankfully, most of our rescues are routine and completed without injury to anyone.
There were over 66,000 rescues reported by beach lifeguards
last year. That is more than 66,000 potential tragedies averted with those rescued returned safely to their family and
friends to live, we trust, a long and happy life.
Not all rescues are routine though and we must take care to
remind ourselves that every rescue involves hazards to the
lifeguards who effect them. Victims in their panic may grab
and submerge a rescuer. Multiple victims may overwhelm a
rescue effort. Over the years I worked as a lifeguard chief I
reviewed dozens of serious injury reports involving lifeguards
who had been dashed against rocks, knocked unconscious,
exposed to highly contaminated water, and even burned in
fire. Injuries to bones and joints were too common as lifeguards ran through the water on uneven surfaces or hung
ALM

Once or twice each year the
USLA issues the Medal of
Valor to give due recognition
to lifeguards who have voluntarily risked their life to an
extraordinary degree in saving
or attempting to save another
person, or who sacrificed themselves for the benefit of others.
These are circumstances of the highest peril. They mostly
end well. They do not always. The stories behind these
medals can be awe inspiring.
This year the lifesaving profession lost one of our own during
an effort to rescue a swimmer in distress. Ben Carlson was a
longtime member of the Newport Beach, California lifeguard
organization. By all accounts he was a highly accomplished
waterman with a history of big wave surfing. Though he lost
his life in big surf, he was not a stranger to it, nor did he
apparently fear it. Things happen that no one can explain.
We lifesavers, in placing the safety of others ahead of our
own, implicitly accept that there are no certainties. The
chance of drowning death at the beaches we patrol is 1 in 18
million beach visits according to years of reports. The chance
of death for a lifeguard is much less it seems. But we swim
toward danger. That is where bravery comes in.
So here’s to Ben Carlson.
He went out.
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USL A'S BOB BURNSIDE RECEIVES THE ISHOF'S
PA R A G O N AWA R D F O R WAT E R S A F E T Y
Bob Dillon, Monmouth County, NJ

Bob Burnside received the International
Swimming Hall of Fame's "Paragon Award"
in the category of "Water Safety" on Friday,
June 13th, at the ISHOF in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. The Paragons are
given out each year in six catagores. Bob
was nominated by USLA President Chris
Brewster. In the past, USLA members Joe
Pecoraro, Chris Brewster, Ralph Goto, and
Bob Ogueric have been recognized by this
award.
Just about everyone in the USLA knows, or
knows of, Bob Burnside, as he is one of the
associations founding fathers. as well as
being one of it's past presidents. He is an
icon in the lifesaving/lifeguarding profession,
and at age 83, still competes on the national scene, including
the recent nationals in
Virginia Beach! Known
for his leadership, not
only in the USLA, but
also as a past Chief
Lifeguard for the Los
Angeles County Beach
Operations. Bob is still
consulted by the leadership of the USLA/ He is
probably best known for
his development of the
"Burnside Buoy" ("Rescue
Can"),that is used worldwide!

Bob was introduced for his Paragon Award
by "Sheila Taormina" - a well know person
on the Olympic scene. She is a four consecutive time Olympian in three completely
different sports (Swimming in 1996,
Triathlon in 2000 and 2004, and. the
Pentathlon in 2008). This means that she
experienced six different disciplines on the
Olympic stage - swimming, cycling, running,
pistol shooting, fencing and equestrian show
jumping! In her introduction of Bob, Sheila
started out by saying that David Hasselhoff
(Mitch Buchannan of "Baywatch"), had
nothing on Bob, for Bob is the "real deal".
Upon the completion of his acceptance
speech, Bruce Wigo, CEO of the ISHOF,
commended that Morgan Freeman had nothing on Bob either,
and that Bob should be in the commerncial voice over business. Therefore, these are two individuals who recognized
Bob's qualities on the spot, and made favorable comparisons!
I had the pleasure of hosting Bob and his wife Annette during
the ISHOF Induction Weekend- June 12-15 in Fort
Lauderdale. It was a great experience getting to know Bob
better during this time, and I became more impressed with his
depth and wisdom! Bob got to visit the beach operations of
both Pompano Beach with Chief Jo "Wags" ,and also with Lt
Jim McCrady of Fort Lauderdale's Surf Rescue operation. Also
a visit to the famous "Key
Lime House" in Lantana,
for the "best" key lime pie
in South Florida!
There
were
three
anniversaries celebrated
during this weekend - the
50th of the ISHOF; the
50th of the USLA, and
the 100th of the
American Red Cross.
On June 12th, there was
a reception at the ISHOF
for the ARC of which Dr.
Peter Wernicki helped
coordinate. Bob was
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USLA’s Bob Burnside... from page 5

guards was provided, and in attendance for that were: MIke
McKenna (Miami, ret). Jim McCrady, Tom Hogan, Lenny
Rodreguez (Palm Beach County); Jonn Gepp (Mon Co and
Palm Beach Co); Andy Rogers (Town of Palm Beach) John
Phillips (Ft Lauderdale), along with Annette Burnside and
myself. Peter and Jo Anne Wernicki, and Chuck Kroll were
at the table provided for the Red Cross.
It was a great weekend for all in attendance. "Live Long and
Prosper"!

again recognized at that affair. The Paragon Awards were
given out on Friday. and in attendacne to support Bob, were
Jim McCrady (Ft Lauderdale); Jerry Falconer (Miami); Jo
Wags (Pompano);Tom Hogan (Palm Beach); Chuck Kroll
(Seattle). along with Annette Burnside, Peter and Jo Anne
Wernnicki and myself.
The actual ISHOF Induction Ceremony was held at the local
Marriott Beach Resort, and a table for Bob and several life-

LIFEGUARD: THE BEST TOUGH JOB UNDER THE SUN
Laylan Connelly, Reprinted with permission, Orange County Register

Moments later, Duston is back on the tower, her red bathing
suit dripping wet and a jacket wrapped around her to stop the
wind chill. But even before she’s dry she’s back at it, scanning
the waters – right to left; over and over – looking for people
to help.
And this, for lifeguard Duston, is a slow day.
On July 6, Newport Beach lifeguard Ben Carlson drowned
while saving a swimmer’s life. Though Carlson was the first
known on-duty fatality for a lifeguard in the nation in several decades, his death put a spotlight on just how difficult and
dangerous a job in lifeguarding can be.
Huntington Beach lifeguard Sienna Brown warns swimmers of
a rip current, a preventative measure to assure public safety.

Jessi Duston scans the water south of the Huntington Beach
Pier, where she sees a man ditch his bodyboard and try to
swim back to shore.
But the guy is stuck in a rip current and Duston reads a look
of panic on his face.
So the sun-kissed blonde from Long Beach grabs the red
flotation buoy hanging from her tower, jumps to the sand and
sprints into 65-degree ocean. There, she tosses her buoy to
the struggling man and helps him get back to the beach.
ALM

Trained to watch with a keen knowledge of the ocean’s
power, and to jump into action at the slightest sign of danger,
lifeguards in Los Angeles and Orange counties – considered
the country’s busiest beaches – deal with everything from
heat stroke and stingray injuries to drunks on the beach and
lost children.
“The people who come to the beach have no idea the dangers of it,” said Rob Pelkey, a 46-year-old Los Angeles County
lifeguard who started as a San Clemente guard at 16. “When
they do get in danger, we have the skills to help them so they
can go home.”
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CENTURY OF LIFESAVING
In the early 1900s, the beach was a place where people kept
horses or wagons or campers. But with the early twentieth
century rise of bath houses and amusement piers, people
began to see the beach as something more, a place for exercise and adventure.
Soon, the need for lifesavers, people who would watch this
new breed of beachgoers, became obvious.
A century ago, beach safety revolved around swim lines
(ropes attached to shore that waders could grab while in the
water) and dory boats to haul people to safety. Swimming rescues were unheard of.
But these days swimming rescues are key. Lifeguards have to
be better-than-good swimmers. And joining the ranks as one
of Southern California’s summer seasonal lifeguards is a physically competitive, cut-throat process.
At tryouts earlier this year in Huntington Beach, nearly 100
people showed up to perform a rigorous course that included
swimming around the long pier and sprinting on the sand.
Devon Butler, a fit 20-year-old who had just gotten out of the
Marine Corps, figured he’d ace the physical tests.
He was wrong.
After his first swim, Butler exited the water, keeled over, and
puked saltwater into the sand. During his second swim he got
stuck in a strong rip and had to be rescued by a lifeguard.
“I thought I was in good shape,” Butler said.
The requirement for lifeguards to be physically fit doesn’t end
when they get a job or the seasonal guards finish training.
Lifeguards have to be in shape throughout their careers, able
to jump into action at a moment’s notice and carry the weight
of another adult out of a rough ocean and on to dry sand.

Los Angeles County Fire Department's Ocean Lifeguard
Ed Heinrich keeps a constant watch as he mans Tower 4
at Zuma Beach in Malibu.

Doing this 25 or 30 times in a single day isn’t unheard of.
“Swimming out through the surf, pulling somebody in, is one
of the most difficult acts in the public safety arena,” said
Mike Brousard, retired chief lifeguard in the state parks’
Orange Coast District. “You do five or six or seven rescues,
and you are at the edge of exhaustion.
“The ocean is a dangerous place,” Brousard added. “The big
thing is, the guys make the commitment to train. That makes
a big difference. It’s physically demanding.”
Until the 1970s, the job was almost exclusively for men. And
even when Huntington Beach Marine Safety Lt. Mike
Beuerlein started, in 1982, the staff included just two female
guards. These days, about a quarter of the tower guards at
Huntington City Beach are women.
Sara Kennedy, 30, a state guard in San Clemente, says she
has to work hard every day to show that she belongs.
“There’s not a lot of women in the lifeguarding industry,” she
said. “(But) they can do everything the guys can.”
SAVES ON DRY LAND
Firefighers have hoses. Policemen have guns. Lifeguards
have...
Red floatation buoys.
And, when combined with skills and knowledge, the buoy is
enough.
Huntington Beach Marine Safety Officer Tony Villalobos, an
instructor for incoming guards, makes sure rookies know
what they are getting into.

Ocean lifeguard Sean Nollan patrols his assigned area in
Hermosa Beach. Trained to watch with a keen knowledge of the
ocean's power, and to jump into action at the slightest sign of danger, lifeguards in Los Angeles and Orange counties - considered
the country's busiest beaches - deal with everything from heat stroke
and stingray injuries to drunks on the beach and lost children.
ALM

“If you think this is a job you can sit back, listen to music and
get a sun tan, you’ve come to the wrong place,” he tells the
newbies.
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Lifeguard: The best tough job... from page 7

A head low in the ocean might indicate a weak swimmer. A
t-shirt worn in the water, or even pale skin, might indicate a
person who doesn’t come to the beach often and, as such,
somebody who might warrant more attention.
The goal is to save a swimmer long before he or she is in danger.
“I want them to make 1,000 preventive actions, and no rescues,” Villalobos said.
“If you make a rescue, I’ll come to your tower and ask you
what happened. Rescues are near-death situations. We don’t
want those. It’s up to our guards to be aggressive to make sure
it doesn’t happen.”

A lifeguard boat serves as backup for tower guards who go
on rescues along the 4.5 mile stretch of Huntington and
Sunset beaches. The area hosts 11 million people a year
and is the world's busiest beach.

“You are going to work hard.”
About 11 million people a year hit the sands in Huntington
Beach. To watch them, the city employs 13 full-time and 152
seasonal lifeguards, who work about 4.5 miles of beach,
including recently acquired Sunset Beach. Villalobos said the
total region is the most crowded beach anywhere in the world.
When surf is big. Huntington guards – many of them seasonal workers still in high school or college – might save hundreds of lives in a single day.
Villalobos weaves his red truck around beachgoers sunbathing
and tossing around footballs, pulling up to the waterline,
where people are happily splashing around in the balmy ocean.
He points to a patch of water near the shore that’s turned
brown and choppy.
“All these people are sitting in small little rips,” he says.
“This is what gives us the most amount of rescues.”

On a typical day, lifeguards deal with a host of issues unrelated to water rescues.
A woman recently approached first-year guard Cameron
Adlawan to complain about a man throwing a fishing line
and hook out to where kids were playing nearby.
Guards handle about 10 bee sting calls a day in Huntington
Beach. And, once in a while, a pier jumper will land in the
water and not realize how far they have to swim to get back
to shore. Guards will help the jumper-turned-swimmer to
safety – and then slap them with a ticket.
Vinny Pham, a 16-year-old visiting Huntington Beach from
Philadelphia, recently sat on the tailgate of a lifeguard truck,
his left foot swollen and a hole seeping a mix of clear ooze
and blood.
“Something wrapped around my leg when I was taking a step,”
he told guards. “It felt like a thorn went through my foot.”
At first, the wound looked like a sting ray hit, a common
occurrence in Orange County waters, and lifeguards peppered Pham with questions: Where did it happen? Can you
move your toes? Does it burn?
But in the end Pham’s wound wasn’t so exotic; just a fish hook.
LIVES LOST, SAVED

It doesn’t matter that waves are lapping calmly onto the
sand; danger is present.
Villalobos recalls a man walking into the water, on a virtually waveless day a decade ago, only to disappear after stepping
into a hole. Lifeguards were unable to save him.
But Villalobos isn’t only watching the swimmers, he’s also
watching the guards.
He looks over to the lifeguard towers and reads the body language he sees. If he sees guards sitting on the ledge, legs dangling, he assumes it’s a slow time. If he sees guards perched
up, ready to bounce into the water, danger might be lurking.
And just as Villalobos reads cues on the towers, the guards
react to the cues they see in the water.
ALM

Huntington Beach lifeguard Jason Coy keeps swimmers a safe
distance away from the pier to prevent injuries during his patrol.
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In 2009, a hurricane off Baja brought waves in the 30-foot
range to the Wedge in Newport Beach. Monte Valentin of
Lawndale tried to bodysurf the massive waves.
When Valentin’s body slammed into rocks, expert body
surfers and even lifeguards couldn’t reach him.
AFTERLIVES
Usually, after a lifeguard makes a save, they leave the beach
and go on with their lives, rescuer and rescued never seeing
each other again.
But sometimes the rescued return.
Lifeguard Ed Heinrich, alerts beachgoers that they were
swimming close to a rip current at Zuma Beach in Malibu.

Tom Seth, a lifeguard captain in Santa Monica, called his
area “nuts.”
The 10 freeway ends at the beach, bringing millions of inlanders unfamiliar with the ocean. Los Angeles County beaches
– which span from Malibu to San Pedro – get about 71 million visitors a year, with only about 900 full-time and seasonal lifeguards to watch over them during summer months.

Villalobos recalls a 21-year-old baseball player from
Oklahoma who told lifeguards something was wrong with his
neck after he went over the falls in Huntington about two
years ago.
They put a brace on him, but he didn’t have insurance and
didn’t want to go to the hospital. His friends chimed in, urging him to tough it out.
“He argued with me for 15 minutes that he didn’t want help,”
Villalobos recalled.
But the guards insisted and, finally, the ball player agreed to
be transported.

“You never know what you’re going to get,” he said.
It’s easy to get distracted when you have an eight-hour shift
in your tower, Seth said.
“Sometimes, the worst things happen on the slower days. You
might have one rescue, but that person really needs you.”
For guards throughout Southern California, Fourth of July
weekend was the busiest so far this year.
Over three days, lifeguards in Laguna Beach rescued 948 people. Marine Safety Capt. Tom Trager called it the busiest
three-day stretch he could recall in 29 years.

The man recently walked up with his parents to lifeguard
headquarters. He was wearing a metal halo around his neck.
Turns out, he had broken two bones in his spine. Doctors told
him that if he had turned his neck even slightly in the wrong
way it would have snapped the nerves in his spinal cord and
he would have died.
He hugged Villalobos with words that will forever stick with
the longtime lifeguard.
“You saved my life.”

On the day Carlson died in Newport Beach, nearly 80 lifeguards in that city rescued 278 people, with Carlson himself
making several rescues throughout the day.
Just before Carlson’s death, lifeguards swooped two fatigued
swimmers from the sea. One was so scared he vomited.
Another was so distraught after a harrowing battle with a rip
current that he begged his rescuers not to put him back into
the water to swim to shore.
The ocean’s power is such that even a truly expert waterman,
like Carlson, can become a victim.
“(Carlson) did all the right things,” said retired guard
Brousard. “He trained. He was in great shape. He was a
Puerto Escondido surfer... a well-known quantity down there.
He was known as a guy who was cautious.
“Sounds like he was in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
Some days, even lifeguards are helpless.

ALM

Six radios with multiple channels is used at Huntington Beach
Lifeguard Headquarters where the beach an ocean can be seen
through large glass windows.
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BEN DID GO
B E N C A R L S O N - A T RU E L I F E G U A R D H E RO
Rob Williams Lifeguard Chief, Newport Beach, CA

For God has not given us a spirit of timidity, but of power
and love and discipline (2 Timothy 1:7)
The July 4th weekend of 2014 would forever change the history of lifesaving and the profession we admire. In Southern
California, as with probably much of the United States,
Lifeguards prepared for a holiday weekend with near perfect
weather, good surf, and large crowds. We have seen this
many times before when July 4th is on or attached to a weekend day. The entire weekend becomes amplified and makes
lifesavers work harder. You add 75 degree air temperatures
(up to 100 inland) and extra-large surf (up to 15 feet), the
“perfect storm” may have been created.
Newport Beach Lifeguard Ben Carlson was living his dream.
The 32 year old had worked in many different assignments in
his career, but his passion was working on the Rescue Boats.
This summer was no different. Ben’s excitement for working
as a lifeguard was contagious. He was proud to work for
Newport Beach and did not want to be anywhere else on the
July 4th weekend. The first two days of the weekend were
busy as the surf continued to build. Newport Beach
Lifeguards performed 284 rescues on July 4th and 5th combined. Sunday, July 6, 2014 had surf that many places in the
world do not get to experience. A combination of a couple
of storms traveling thousands of miles to reach Southern
California, created a consistent 6’ – 8’ swell, with sets up to
15’. Newport Beach’s 7 mile stretch was busy with the high
surf and large crowds. Rescues for July 6 would almost double from the first two days of the weekend to 278 Rescues and
almost 8,800 Preventative Actions.

On July 6, 2014, shortly after 5:00pm, the Newport Beach
Rescue Boat that Ben was assigned to identified a swimmer in
distress in the six to eight foot surf near 16th Street. Ben
entered the water to rescue the swimmer. After he successfully made contact with the man, both of them were hit by a
large wave estimated to be over ten-to-twelve foot. Body
surfers and other lifeguard personnel at the scene attempted
to rescue and assist Ben, but due to the turbulent water conditions, they were unable to do so.
Members of the Orange County Sheriff’s Harbor Patrol,
Laguna Beach Lifeguards, California State Parks personnel,
and the Newport Beach Police Helicopter joined Newport
Beach Lifeguard and Fire staff in the search for Ben. Over 25
individuals conducted a search in the water, supported by up
to 30 others on shore and in the air. Ben was eventually
located at approximately 8:00pm nearly ¾ mile away.
Newport Beach Paramedics transported Ben to a local hospital where he was pronounced deceased. The swimmer he was
rescuing was successfully pulled from the ocean and had no
injuries.
Ben is the first lifeguard in the history of Newport Beach to
be killed in the line of duty.
Ben Carlson was born on July 2, 1982 to Chris and Teri
Carlson. He grew up in Rancho Cucamonga with his
younger sister, Stephanie Janz. Ben attended Etiwanda High
School and Riverside Community College before transferring
to the University of California, Irvine where he received a

continued on page 12

The USLA has arranged for deep discounts and special deals with leading companies that offer products of value to USLA
members. Visit the USLA Home page (at the bottom) or the USLA Store, at: www.usla.org/store
Example discounts available to you:

- 25–50% off Hobie polarized sunglasses (including special deals on prescription sunglasses)
- $30 off DaFin swim fins
- Special discounts on Ford automobiles.

As well, lifeguards, chapters, and regions can purchase clothing and other items with the USLA logo embroidered on
them at Uniserv GuardGear. And you can purchase rings with the USLA logo from Jostens.

The USLA is committed to helping lifeguards get the best equipment at the best prices. Don't forget to sign up for your
membership today through your chapter or at: www.usla.org
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Ben Did Go... from page 10
Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology in 2005. While at
UCI, Ben played water polo under legendary Coach Ted
Newland, who Ben often called his favorite coach.
Ben was hired as a Newport Beach Lifeguard on March 26,
1999 joining several of his classmates from Etiwanda High
School in Rancho Cucamonga. He quickly became a leader
in the organization mentoring both new and more experienced lifeguards throughout the City. He was generous and
readily shared his experiences and insight with others, always
striving to improve the agency’s beach performance.
In Ben’s 15 years with Newport Beach Lifeguards, he worked
a variety of assignments in every division: tower lifeguard,
unit lifeguard, junior lifeguard instructor, dispatcher and, his
favorite, rescue boat deckhand. Ben was a hard worker who
consistently picked up shifts throughout the year. He was
always working toward his lifelong dream of serving others,
whether through his recent interest in law enforcement or
his long term goal of becoming a full time Newport Beach
Lifeguard Captain.
In his personal life, Ben’s exuberance and passion had many
outlets. Even off duty, Ben pursued his love of the ocean. He
was an enthusiastic and accomplished big wave surfer, sharing stories of the waves he caught in Mexico, Oahu’s North
Shore, Fiji, Samoa, Indonesia, New Zealand and France. He
was an avid golfer and joined his father for rounds in the
desert whenever he could.
Ben’s love for the Los Angeles Dodgers was infamous among
his friends. He was a season ticket holder who carried a
Dodger coffee mug with him everywhere. He and his father
were also fans of the Green Bay Packers. In 2010, Ben joined
some friends for a trip to the “The Frozen Tundra” at
Lambeau Field.
Ben also bartended in some local establishments in Newport
Beach, including Malarkey’s Irish Pub, Landmark
Steakhouse, RA Sushi in Huntington Beach, and Wahoo’s
Fish Taco’s. He recently worked for Wahoo’s Corporate,
assisting founder Wing Lam in setting up new restaurants
throughout the country.
The days after Ben’s death brought a family of lifeguards
together. Newport Beach received messages from all over the
world. The community showed up
with an outpouring of support.
Flowers were left on every lifeguard vehicle and a memorial was
set up outside of Newport Beach
Lifeguard Headquarters.
It
showed that the individuals that
protect our beaches are valued by
our community and that the job of
an open water lifeguard is serious
and dangerous.
ALM

Two celebrations were planned to honor Ben and his family;
a paddle out that honors a fallen surfer and a celebration of
life. Over the course of the week after Ben’s death, the realization of how many people were going to show their respects
in person came to the forefront. The hundreds that were
believed to attend at the onset quickly turned into thousands. Newport Beach received support from both internal
staff members and neighboring agencies to provide a tribute
to honor a true hero.
The morning of Sunday, July 13th came quickly as did the
people. It was estimated that around 2,500 surfers hit the
water, along with another 5,000 spectators from the pier and
beach. There were 22 rescue vessels and two helicopters that
participated in the paddle out. As the circle formed, the 3
Newport Beach Lifeguard Rescue Vessels backed into the circle and floated one of Ben’s surfboards with a wreath on it on
to the water. At this time, the circle of paddlers and boats
almost formed a heart, something that could have never been
planned with that many people involved.
The day went by smoothly with lifeguards from Orange
County and Los Angeles County filling the Newport Beach
Lifeguard towers and units so Newport’s personnel could prepare and attend the services. Over 70 lifeguards from neighboring agencies came to support and protect our beaches for
one day! It was an unbelievable show of unity and support.
Other staff and support members worked hard throughout
the day to prepare for Ben’s celebration that evening.
An estimated 5,000 people attended Ben’s Celebration of
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July 13, 2014 was again one of the saddest, but most proud
days in the history of lifesaving. One Newport Beach
Lifeguard stated “there was no other place I would rather be
than right here right now.” Tragedy brings opportunities. Ben
has changed the perception of many of what lifeguards really
do. They constantly risk their lives and rarely get a thank you
from people they help. Whether it is helping a small child
with a cut finger or navigating 15+ foot surf to rescue a distressed swimmer, lifeguards are there and watching.

Life on the evening of July 13th. Fire and Lifeguard agencies
from Ventura to San Diego, and east to Rancho Cucamonga
attended and brought vehicles. Remembrances were delivered by Newport Beach Chief Lifeguard Rob Williams,
Newport Beach Lifeguard Officer George “Skeeter” Leeper,
Newport Beach Lifeguard and childhood friend Chris
Conway, and Ben’s father, Chris Carlson. There were some
tears shed, but much laughter and good memories shared.
One homeowner at the site hung a banner stating “We Love
our Newport Beach Lifeguards.”

Ben Carlson gave the ultimate sacrifice of his life to save
another. He will always be in our thoughts. We will remember Ben Carlson for not only being a great lifeguard and
waterman, but for the contributions he made and will make
for the profession of lifesaving.
Ben’s family has set up a scholarship fund. Donations can be
made payable to:
Newport Beach Ocean Lifeguard Association (NBOLA)
100 Civic Center Drive
PO Box 1768
Newport Beach, CA 92658

From Ben’s death on July 6th to July 14th, Newport Beach
experienced media paparazzi. 116 segments from the initial
incident to the days following the celebrations aired on local
and national television and radio. Over 27 million viewers
watched the local segments and over 11 million viewed them
nationally. It is estimated over 70 articles have been produced related to Ben’s death and celebration.
July 6, 2014 was one of the most tragic and sad days in the
profession of lifesaving, not just in Newport Beach, but
around the United States and world. There was so much
emotion involved for the responders searching for Ben and,
unbelievably, Ben was recovered 2 ½ hours later, but
advanced lifesaving efforts were unsuccessful.
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A Lifeguard’s Prayer
When I am called to duty God, wherever water may rage,
give me the strength to save some life, whatever be its age.
Help me embrace a little child before it is too late,
or save an older person from the horror of that fate.
Enable me to be alert and hear the weakest shout,
and quickly and efficiently help my victim out.
I want to fill my calling and to give the best in me,
to guard my every neighbor and to hear their every plea.
And if according to your will I should lose my life,
please bless with your protecting hand my victims’ life.
-Author Unknown

( 13 )
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B E N C A R L S O N : A T RU E L I F E G U A R D H E RO
Nan Kappeler, Huntington Beach, CA

Under blue skies and calm
winds, nearly 1,000 people
gathered on the sand at
65th Street in Newport
Beach, Calif. Facing a large
platform, with the ocean as
a backdrop, friends and family took their seats to pay
tribute and remember Ben
Carlson. On July 6, just
several days earlier, the 17year veteran of the Newport
Beach lifeguards lost his life
during a rescue in unusually
high surf.

was a fire in a house with
children, you would go in.”
Earlier in the day, hundreds
of people joined a paddle out
vigil alongside the Newport
Pier, not far from the area
where he had made contact
with a swimmer when a very
large wave reportedly came
over the two. While the
swimmer made it to safety,
the boat crew lost contact
with Carlson.

“We love Newport Beach Lifeguards” banners hung from
oceanfront homes. Fellow Newport Beach guards wore white
tee shirts with yellow “Seawatch” boat logos, the name of
Carlsen’s rescue boat. Many who attended dressed in
Hawaiian themed clothing, and wore blue wrist bands with
the saying “Ben would go,” which he did from the rescue boat
to aid a swimmer caught in a distress.
During the evening service, Carlson’s father, roommate and
pastor at his church took turns telling tales about the 32 yearold lifeguard, and his dream of working as a member of the
elite crew on the Seawatch rescue boat and becoming a permanent Newport Beach lifeguard. In the background, waves
gently rolled onto the sand, a stark contrast to just days earlier when swells reaching up to 12 feet pounded the coastline
when as trained, Carlson dove from the Seawatch boat and
swam towards several swimmers. Moments later a set of powerful waves crashed down and only the orange buoy surfaced.
“You go to work each morning knowing you could pay the
ultimate price,” says Rich Sprout, a former Newport Beach
lifeguard who is now a firefighter in Anaheim, Calif. “If there

"The other lifeguard personnel at the scene attempted to rescue and assist Ben, but--due to
the turbulent water conditions--they were unable to do so," says
Jennifer Manzella, the Newport Beach Police Department
spokeswoman, in a statement.
"Members of the Orange County Sheriff's Department
Harbor Patrol, Laguna Beach Lifeguards, State Parks personnel, and the Newport Beach Police Department helicopter
joined Lifeguard and Fire staff in the search for Ben. In all, 25
individuals conducted a search in the water, supported by 30
others on shore including Newport Beach City Manager
Dave Kiff, and air support.”
While the waves weren’t overly huge for the area just south
of the Newport Beach Pier, Sprout points out that the south
swell present that day brought in more powerful waves,
which had more intensity than usual. Coupled with a low
tide and sandbar on the ocean floor, the waves broke in
extremely shallow water.
Remembered for his love of the ocean and vast knowledge of
ocean conditions and surfing spots, he was the “go to” guy for
information on where to surf and why, always being sure to
point out potential dangerous
sand bars and specific areas best
suited for surf.
“He’s a guy who studied the
ocean. He was always not only
always learning about the
ocean, but teaching others,”
says Sprout.
Described by friends as a true
waterman, he was not only a
Seawatch rescue boat crew
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Department Assistant Chief Rob Williams told the crowd
that Carlson had made "thousands of rescues in his career,
one not more important than the other.
At the end of the service, the Carlson family received a
Medal of Valor for their son’s bravery and heroism.
“He traveled the world surfing and I know everyone was safe.
But Ben’s not done surfing big waves and protecting people.
He’s a lifeguard for life,” says Williams.

member, but a surfer, fisherman and lifeguard. On land, a
leader, golfer, baseball fan and best friend to many by making
everyone he met feel important by always giving the person
he was talking to his full attention.
“Ben had a way of making people feel so good it was infectious. He made you feel important, like you were the only
person in the room,” says Sprout. “And girls loved that, but
not just girls, everyone did.”
Fiercely determined to be successful, he figured out ways to
generate income off the beach to purchase a home. During
off-hours he worked alongside the owner of a popular local’s
restaurant, Wahoo’s Fish Tacos, setting up new locations and
tended bar. Holiday time he put up and took down
Christmas lights.
While attending the University of California Irvine, he
played on the water polo team and graduated with a B.A.
degree in Psychology in 2005. In 1999, Carlson and four
friends came to Newport Beach lifeguard tryouts.
“The running joke was they were all from the 909, the zip
code of the county inland of Orange County, a place where
people are more into dirt bike racing and snowboarding,” says
Sprout. “But they were all the total beach culture. He knew
everything about the surf.”
Adventure also followed the terrifically fit, brown haired,
lifeguard. On frequent surfing trips to his favorite spot,
Puerto Escondido in Mexico, he was always the first up and
first in the water. As a season ticket holder at LA Dodgers
baseball games he attended regularly and generously volunteered with friends, to be a chaperone on a girls snowboarding trip.
“On one of our surfing trips in Mexico we found a guy having a heart attack,” says George “Skeeter” Leeper, a friend
and Newport Beach lifeguard officer. “We did CPR on him,
dropped him off at the hospital then bailed.”
During the memorial service, Newport Beach Fire
ALM
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L I F E S AV I N G L E G E N D S J O I N H AWA I I A N S F O R
D RO W N I N G P R E V E N T I O N CO N F E R E N C E
Ralph Goto, Honolulu, HI

Participants at the 2014 State of Hawaii Ocean Safety and
Drowning Prevention Conference held on the Garden Island of
Kauai were honored and stoked to have two retired Los Angeles
County Lifeguard Chiefs, Bob Burnside and Don Rohrer, attend
the annual statewide gathering of lifeguards, administrators,
elected officials, and visitor industry representatives at the
Kauai Marriott Resort on July 31 and August 1.
Chief Burnside delivered a moving keynote address, presenting
the history of lifeguarding and the USLA similar to his presentation at the Spring Board of Directors Meeting in Huntington
Beach in April of this year. He also localized his talk with a history of lifeguarding in Hawaii and closed with observations on
lifeguarding on the island of Kauai. His message to the attendees was clear: because Hawaii is a premiere tourist destination
and the reason people come to Hawaii is its beautiful beaches,
the State, Counties and visitor industry need to staff more
beaches with properly trained and equipped lifeguards.
Burnside gave the example of the work that was done in Mexico
through Club Tortuga, and offered suggestions on how to work
with government officials and decision makers.
Chief Don Rohrer was an active participant at the conference,
driving down both days from his recently acquired home in

ALM

Princeville, where he and his wife Bev are enjoying retirement far
from the hustle and bustle of Manhattan Beach. Don’s years of
experience as an LA County lifeguard and past president of USLA
added important points to Burnside’s stories and oral history.
The conference was organized by Kalani Vierra of the Ocean
Safety Bureau of the Kauai Fire Department, and Dr. Monty
Downs, President of the Kauai Lifeguard Association, with assistance from the County of Kauai, the State Department of
Health, the Kauai Visitor Bureau, the Hawaiian Lifeguard
Association.
The two-day conference was followed by the 2014 State Junior
Lifeguard Championships, where the JG team from Kauai successfully defended its 11th consecutive state title. Vierra and
members of his staff will be accompanying a team of junior
guards to the 2014 National Lifeguard Championships in
Virginia Beach.
Update: Kauai’s Junior Guard team competed extremely well at
Virginia Beach, finishing second overall to Monmouth County
with a team of less than 20 juniors. Congratulations to Kalani
and his staff for guiding the team to an outstanding national
competition.
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N AT I O N A L U P S E T: M O N M O U T H CO U N T Y W I N S T I T L E
Nan Kappeler, Huntington Beach, CA

Hundreds of current and former lifeguards gathered on the sand in
Virginia Beach from August 5-7 to compete in the 2014 Nautica
USLA Lifeguard National Championships. The annual event provided stiff competition, video review finishes and two-person run
offs to break ties. In the end, the Monmouth County Chapter
emerged the winner, breaking Los Angeles County’s 27-year winning streak. LACOLA placed second with California State Parks
in third. For a second year, Smith point, N.Y. won the “B” division
for teams with less than 100 guards.
“Going into the competition we thought we had a good chance to
win. We had a lot of young competitors we thought would do well
and they did,” said Gene Hession, president of the Monmouth
County U.S. Lifesaving Association. “Morale on our team is sky
high now.”
This year, participants from the 64 United States Lifesaving
Association (USLA) chapters from around the country were
required to compete in a neon green rash guard top. The bright
color made racers easy to spot both for team members, spectators
and the numerous media outlets reporting including The Weather
Channel, Swimming World Magazine and ABC’s channel 13.
Races were held on one of the two courses, with the north course
hosting open heats and age groupers on the south course. The first
day of completion included many preliminary heats of the open
events and finals for age groupers and included the board race,
taplin relay and the American Ironman and woman events.
In most events, the top16 finishers advanced to the finals.
Friday morning began with the popular surf swim, a 400-meter
course taking swimmers directly into the almost blinding morning
sun. Unable to identify the small black and white turn buoy, the
first waves on the south age group course continued past the buoys
towards other course markers. Safety crew on the water quickly
redirected the lead swimmers in the correct direction. Subsequent
heats of racers watched carefully to avoid a similar situation.
The always popular and super competitive beach flag finals again
proved to be exciting. With the final two men’s heat consisting of
five-time champion Brian Costello and Garrett Thibodeau, both
from Smith Point, NY. Diving for the final flag, the flag got buried
in the sand and both began digging to find the rubber stick.
Costello emerged with the flag.
“By rules he was the winner but Smith Point rules the best guy
wins,” said Bob Kolar, Smith Point Chief of Lifeguards. “So Brian
agreed to a run-off and won.”
In the girl’s finals, arms appeared to be stretched out to obstruct
other competitors. But after looking at the videotape, officials
determined that all the women had the same arm swings. In the
end, Brianne Jackolski from Smith Point, who is the fiancé of
Costello, scooped up the final flag.
ALM

The final day of competition started with a very spectator friendly
2k surf run. Deviating from a traditional out and back course, runners started with a 500-meter north section turning around at a flag
and continuing on to a 1000 meter south stretch turning back for a
500 meter sprint to the finish. A rising tide provided wet, soft sand
which proved to be no obstacle for open winners Zachary Krause
from Suffolk, NY and Paige Duca from the Hampton Lifeguard
Association in NY.
In the surf boat races, two person teams rowed a traditional threelap course. Identical twin sisters Sherry and Shelly Griffith defended their title by winning the female open division for the 14th consecutive year. California State’s four-person Taplin relay, consisting
of a swimmer, paddle boarder, surf skier and runner claimed the first
place title for a third consecutive year.
The almost near flat water conditions produced few waves to separate the pack in the men’s open surf ski race. Rounding the first
turn buoy, most of the group of 16 final heat racers remained close
rounding the first turn buoy.
“We were knocking paddles onto boats,” said California State’s
Rich Sprout. “I made a break for it to get away and looked back
and saw I had made some distance through the flag line.”
In the lead, Sprout powered his Surf Ski boat towards the shoreline.
But a small wave rolled in and several surf skis were able to catch a
ride. Coming to the shoreline, Sprout said he sprinted through
knee-deep water to get the tip of the boat across the finish line first.
Unable to determine the winner, judges reviewed video footage of
the finish. From the angle of person filming the event from behind
the finish line, judges determined Oliver Puddick from Destin
Beach to be the winner with Sprout in second place and Destin’s
Cooper Haligan in third place.
First time national competitor Julia Garcia from California State
Parks placed fourth in her favorite event, the open board race.
After getting pushed out of the pack in the beginning and falling
off her board, her plan to stay out front changed to catch up.
“There’s such a high level of competition with these woman,” she
said. “After catching up, I kept my head down and looked for
waves. But I could see there was no help.”
Each day concluded with an awards presentation to open winners
who were congratulated on the beach podium and awarded handsome USLA medals and Hobie sunglasses to first place finishers.
As always, a huge thank you to all the volunteers who devoted
countless hours to make nationals a success. From the incredible
oceanfront accommodations to the helpful registration and information people, race officials, referees and everyone who helped to
make this year another great event.
“Next year it’s full speed again,” said Hession. “We hope to capitalize on the momentum we built this year at nationals. We are
hoping for a big turn out in Daytona.”
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2014 NAUTIC A USL A LIFEGUARD NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Photos by: Jo Wagonhals, Pompano Beach, FL
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V I RG I N I A B E AC H , VA • A U G U S T 5 T H – 9 T H
Photos by: Sharon Weiner, Long Branch, NJ
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USLA SENDS YOUTH NATIONAL TEAM TO RESCUE
2014 LIFE SAVING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif. — The United States Lifesaving
Association (USLA), the professional association of beach lifeguards and
open water rescuers, announced the participation of its Youth National
Team in Rescue 2014, Life Saving World Championships, held in
Montpellier and La Grande Motte, France from Sept. 16-21.
The team is managed Gus Avila and coached by Casey Graham, Chris
Nowviskie and Chris Egan. Together the team leadership boasts over a century of experience in professional surf lifesaving, coaching, racing and team
management; assembling the finest American Youth National Team possible.
“We conducted an exhaustive nationwide search for the best surf lifesaving athletes born 1996 to 1999, beginning in the spring
of this year,” said Coach Casey Graham. “These 12 outstanding young men and women lifesavers who made the team illustrate the high standards for readiness and fitness set by the USLA. The entire staff could not be more proud of this team.”
The 12-guard roster, competing in the bi-annual International Life Saving Federation (ILS) sanctioned event, was chosen by
a USLA selection committee based on a variety of criteria, including: past performances at national events, endurance and
versatility in the pool and on the beach.
2014 U.S. Youth National Team Roster:
Boys’ Team

Girls’ Team

Chris Wise – Destin, Fla.

Emma Noble – LA County, Calif.

Hayden Hemmens – Newport Beach, Calif.

Amanda Calabrese – East Hampton, N.Y.

Spencer Farrar – LA County, Calif.

Tess Farrar – LA County, Calif.

Ryan Van Til – Avila Beach, Calif.

Julia Schulte – Pompano Beach, Fla.

Ben Coffey – Santa Cruz City, Calif.

Shannon Snell – Pompano Beach, Fla.

Ben Brewer – Santa Barbara City, Calif.

Holly Maine – LA County, Calif.

Manager: Gus Avila

Coaches: Casey Graham, Chris Nowviskie and Chris Egan

These athletes, with an average age of 17, have undergone extensive training to
compete in surf events such as paddleboard, surf ski, and ironman, and pool
events including manikin tow, obstacle swim, and simulated emergency response.
The group of 12 lifeguards will compete at the same time as the National
Team, representing the U.S. in the National Teams Open Competition.
Professional lifeguards – six men and six women – from around the country will
travel to take on lifeguards from 40 countries in a variety of beach, surf and
pool events.

The purpose and mission of the
ILS and the 2014 Life Saving
World Championships is to prevent drowning and serve as a pillar for aquatic safety supervision,
emergency response and sport
worldwide. For more information
on the National Team Youth and
Open Competitions, please visit:
www.rescue2014.fr.
ALM
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H O N O R I N G A L E G AC Y O F L I F E - S AV I N G
Reprint with permission, Coast Guard Compass

Here and there may be found men in all walks of life who neither wonder nor care how much or how little the world thinks of them.
They pursue life’s pathway, doing their appointed tasks without ostentation, loving their work for the work’s sake, content to live and do
in the present rather than look for the uncertain rewards of the future. To them notoriety, distinction, or even fame, acts neither as a
spur nor a check to endeavor, yet they are really among the foremost of those who do the world’s work. Joshua James was one of these.”
Sumner Kimball, superintendent, U. S. Life-Saving Service.
An unassuming man of few words, Capt.
Joshua James is remembered as the most
prolific lifesaver in the 224-year history
of the U.S. Coast Guard. He is credited
with saving hundreds of lives from the
age of 15, when he first joined the
Massachusetts Humane Society, until
his death in 1902 at the age of 75 while
on duty with the U.S. Life-Saving
Service. On Saturday, his legacy was
honored at a christening ceremony for a
national security cutter that will bear
the name “James.”

The christening ceremony is a time honored tradition and one of several in the
life of a Coast Guard cutter. The James
will move on to the challenges of sea trials where the cutter and its crew will
push each other to determine their
respective operational limits. Once sea
trials are complete, the James will be formally commissioned and join the fleet as
“Coast Guard Cutter James” and will
take its place alongside national security
cutters Bertholf, Waesche, Stratton and
Hamilton. Whereas Joshua James did so
off the coast of Massachussets, the cutter
“Joshua James exhibited a commitment
that honors his legacy will serve in
to excellence that permeates the Coast
remote and challenging environments
Joshua James is one of the service’s most
Guard to this day,” said Vice
like
the Arctic, transit much of the
celebrated lifesavers credited with saving
Commandant of the Coast Guard Vice
Western Hemisphere in support of
hundreds of lives. His father, mother, brother,
Adm. Peter Neffenger. “He embodied
wife, and son were also heroic lifesavers.
national security missions, protect the
the Coast Guard’s core values of honor,
U.S. Coast Guard photo.
global supply chain, provide overwatch
respect and devotion to duty and the
as energy demands lead to offshore extraction of resources
guiding principles articulated in our new Commandant’s
and, of course, do its part to save hundreds of lives just as its
Direction long before we ever wrote them down.”
namesake did more than a century ago.
James’ great-great niece, Charlene James Benoit, serves as
“It is fitting that the crew of James has chosen the motto
the ship’s sponsor and had the priviege of smashing a bottle
‘Brave & Faithful Service,’” said Neffenger. “As the Coast
across the ship’s bow while reciting the words, “May God
Guard enters new eras of uncertainty, the crew’s bravery and
bless this ship and all who sail in her.”
faithful service to nation will be critical to maintaining a persistent presence in areas of greatest need.”

Charlene James Benoit, great-great-niece of Capt. Joshua James,
smashes a bottle across the bow of the James. Supporting her are
Capt. Andrew Tiongson, the ship’s prospective commanding officer,
Vice Commandant of the Coast Guard Vice Adm. Peter Neffenger, and
Ingalls Shipbuilding President Brian Cuccias. Photo by Lance Davis.
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Vice Commandant of the Coast Guard Vice Adm. Peter Neffenger
stands with extended family and descendants of Capt. Joshua James,
including ship sponsor Charlene James Benoit. U.S. Coast Guard
photo by Petty Officer 3rd Class Jonathan Lally.
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THE WONDERFUL JOURNEY OF T WO EXPERIENCED DORYMEN
Phil Rogers, Mid Atlantic Region

There comes a time to “hang up the boots” as they say in soccer,
and after the 2011 games I was inordinately sore (5 events),
there weren’t many guys in O-70 age category and it seemed
appropriate to do other things in the summer. So my beautiful
Burton ski was sold, and running regattas for the rowing club in
Burlington NJ occupied a lot of time. On the other hand some
long term back problems eased, a FSK (fast sea kayak) was
found and it was easy to start hammering 10Ks every other day
in the Cape May harbor. Weight went below 160 lb. for the first
time in a long time and there was this nagging thought that
years ago Bob Burnside and I agreed "we should row together
someday”. Realistically the years were passing quickly, and we
had not fulfilled that agreement.
With the USLA Nationals coming up in 2014, it was time to
keep my word. Bob adjusted his schedule to fly in from Hawaii,
where he had been speaking at a Hawaiian Lifeguard water safety convention. Bob Dillon, USLA’s unofficial shuttle service,
was at Norfolk airport at 1:00 AM Thursday morning to pick
him up. We got together the “morning of”, discussed the race
strategy and tested a borrowed dory and sets of oars. Several people (thank you Victor Fox as well as the Ocean City, NJ group)
offered to loan equipment to the two old guys. We settled on
using Jim McCrady’s oars and boat. It is difficult to be patient
waiting around for the official call to the start line. While Bob
had a great time greeting and kidding with old friends, I'm not
comfortable with being a “fun guy” on race day, and at age 77
”Ole Lean & Mean” is not about to change. Bob, on the other
hand, is different, kidding around with everyone "UNTIL" the
starter’s call "get ready"... then he gets very serious! The time
frame didn’t allow for a test run or warm up in McCrady’s boat,
so our conversation was about: the start; changing rowing rates;
stroke lengths; reading the wave interval to pick up runners;
course setting; drive to the finish.
A short discussion with head course official Matt Gallagher,
who it should be noted has developed into a really competent
official, revealed that he was all for the O-70 bowmen being in
the boats for the start, as old timers jumping into a dory at the
start can be difficult and sometimes dangerous, plus a boat
“holder” was agreed upon as a safety measure.
We weren’t even to the line and Billy George, USLA’s ambassador of rowing and sportsmanship, insisted that he be our “holder”. Billy can be very persuasive! Bob got the boat away for a
clean start and a small lead. Unfortunately one crew apparently
had not practiced and/or forgotten their surf line start technique
and had trouble getting underway. It was remarked later they
rowed well after they got past the surf line. Frankly we weren’t
concerned about them or other crews, being occupied with our
course and stroke rate.
It took a few strokes to get to a rhythm, but by 1st buoy we
adjusted to each other and a port bow “chop”. It only took one
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mistake of my looking around, for Bob to remind me
(STRONGLY) not to sightsee and just row. In good crews
“sternseats” don’t ask a lot of the bowman: they set the course;
call for power 10’s; dictate strokes to the buoy; Row Me!
Good bowmen don’t ask a lot of sternseats: don’t sightsee;
change the rate when asked; adjust stroke for course direction;
be ready to finish hard; get out of the boat quickly.
On the 1st leg the 2nd place boat (Joe Schmitt & Jack Devine)
had gotten it together quickly and were gaining as we turned the
1st buoy, but the stroke got smoother and Bob set a course with
almost no adjustments to the apex. There was none of that “left
oar, left oar, Oh right oar, right oar” chatter! There is nothing
like being on the same wave length (some guys will get the pun)
and it was as if we had been together for years. On the back side
of the apex the rate was reduced to around 25 per min. That
allowed a longer stroke and more power at the catch. After the
3rd buoy we upped the rate & began to pull away. My goodness
it feels good to have that adrenaline flow again and there was
plenty left in the tank heading home!
From Bob there is this: “A Jersey Woodie guy, and a California
Old Doryman got to enjoy a commitment made years ago.”
“You can't count out old dory men. They rule with years of past
knowledge and that inner love to compete!”
After the 3rd buoy we picked up front slides on some small runners and jumped up a yard or so each time we did that. Bob really wanted to go “shoot’n’seas” on the outside break, but my
thought was we will win this if we don’t do something foolish, like
ride a wave to the finish and broach and flip, allowing another
team to slip past us. We got one nice runner about 30 yards from
the beach that washed out and then another small wave with a
firm back side that got us to the finish with no trouble.
There were a lot of guys who need to be thanked for grabbing
the boat at the “line” giving us a safe exit, and it was an easy jog
to the finish line.
From Bob there is this poignant note:
“We left the field behind us and concluded our desire to race
together and win a national surfboat championship.
Lifeguards for Life.
Friendships for eternity.
We are all part of “The family of lifeguards”
Good lord willing... “We may do this again in the years ahead.
It is not the destination that is so important in life... it is the
journey we take in our lives that is important”
This was a wonderful journey for Bob and I. Ahh… Maybe it
was too short.
There is that small matter of 2015 in Daytona.
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A A RO N P E I R S O L T O S TA R T W O R K A S
N E W P O R T B E AC H L I F E G U A R D
Reprint with permission, Huntington Beach Independent

perform a 1,000-meter swim,
300-meter swim and 300-meter
run trial.

Newport Harbor High inducted
its inaugural class into its Hall of
Fame in a special ceremony in
the school's Main Theater.

I don't think Peirsol had a problem with that.

There was one Backstroke King
missing from the 10 former student-athletes who were honored. But Aaron Peirsol wasn't
offended that he wasn't in the
Hall of Fame's first class.
Honestly.
Peirsol, the five-time Olympic
gold medalist as a swimmer, enjoys his life on the peninsula in
Newport Beach. He has been busy preparing for a fun, yet rigorous job.

He also sat among a lifeguard
board for an oral interview.
Peirsol at 30 remains as wellspoken, down-to-earth and
charming since the days I first
covered him while at Newport
Harbor.
The Newport Beach Lifeguard Department will no doubt benefit from this hire.

Peirsol will start work as a Newport Beach lifeguard. For those
who know him, and I am among the fortunate, they can say,
"That's so Aaron."

Starting pay for a rookie lifeguard like Peirsol is $17.10 per
hour, said Brent Jacobsen, the Newport Beach Lifeguard battalion chief.

He loves the water and fills his day with activities, such as
surfing and stand-up paddleboarding. As a junior lifeguard as
a kid, he idolized Newport Beach lifeguards and had always
dreamed of becoming one.

He would not comment for this column and kindly directed
me to the city's public information officer and wished me luck.

There might be a chance this news could go national from a
column in a community newspaper, but Aaron would rather
the attention be minimal. He just wants to be one of the
lifeguards.
At first, he didn't want to be quoted for this column. But once
I told him I would write with or without his voice, he agreed.
That also is so Aaron.
"It's one of the most natural things for me in the world,"
Peirsol said of becoming a lifeguard. "I want to do this because
of the respect I have for the local environment. I feel like I
always had something drawing me to being a lifeguard. It's
exciting for me. It really is something I wanted to do since I
was a kid. It's a huge part of who I am. I've always looked up
to those guys. They love what they do. How can you not dig
that? I'm looking forward to this for sure."

I'm sure Jacobsen would say something similar to what
Sinclair told me. Sinclair was happy to hear Peirsol wanted to
be a Newport Beach lifeguard. Sinclair told his friend, "You're
exactly what the department needs."
"He's a real talented waterman and knows the ocean real
well," Sinclair said of his friend. "He's not just a pool guy. This
is going to be awesome."
Peirsol, who retired from competitive swimming in February
of 2011, was a star at Newport Harbor, leading the boys' swim
team to its first and only CIF Southern Section Division I
championship. He only became better on the Olympic scene,
winning gold medals and setting world records in the 100- and
200-meter backstroke. He remains the world-record holder in
both events.
He also won two Olympic silver medals and several world
championships.

Peirsol shared his idea to become a seasonal lifeguard with his
friend Ross Sinclair, a former Newport Harbor water polo
standout who is now the Corona del Mar High girls' water
polo coach. Sinclair is also a seasonal lifeguard.

"That's the best thing about Aaron: he's so humble about it,"
Sinclair said. "People are going to have no idea that they're
going to be rescued by a world-record holder. It's neat. It's
cool for the department and for the city and it says a lot about
him. He's a great guy. It doesn't surprise me."

To become a lifeguard, Sinclair said, Peirsol had to try out and

It's so Aaron.
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J E R S E Y S H O R E L I F E G U A R D H I T S T H E H A L F - C E N T U RY M A R K
Bob Dillon, Monmouth County, NJ

Wall Township (Summer 2013)---Well
known veteran lifeguard supervisor Michael
“Spike” Fowler reached his goal of 50 years as
a leader in saving lives at the Jersey Shore.
His start as a rookie lifeguard quickly led to a
leadership position as lifeguard captain in his
hometown of Avon-by-the-Sea. He spent
additional seasons as a lifeguard in Belmar
and Long Branch. For the past 25 years, he
has been the Lifeguard Supervisor for
Monmouth County Park System, at Seven
President’s Oceanfront Park in Long Branch
where he hires and trains his guards to develop a keen eye for bathers in trouble. Spike is
a charter member of the Monmouth County Chapter of the
United States Lifesaving Association (USLA) and is on the
executive committee of the Monmouth County Lifeguard
Chief’s Association. His crews, past and present, are veterans of
thousands of ocean rescues without a single loss due to drowning. He has written numerous articles on lifeguarding and wrote
the Lifeguard Training Plan and Information Manual by which
many agencies have modeled their rules after. His latest book,
Lifeguards on the Jersey Shore, has received nationwide notoriety
and support from both in and out of the lifeguard community.
Celebrations in honor of Spike began July 27th with a surprise
party of over 110 co-workers, family and friends at his home in
Wall Township, NJ. Secretary-Director of Monmouth County
Park System James Truncer, and Monmouth County Freeholder
Gary Rich presented Spike with a proclamation from the Board
of Freeholders as well as a latter of recognition from
Congressman Frank Pallone declaring July 27th as Michael
“Spike” Fowler Day in Monmouth County.

Avon-by-the-Sea Borough Administrator
Timothy Gallagher, gave the toast to get the
night started. Tim is a close friend and began
lifeguarding in Avon-by-the-Sea under
Spike’s leadership. He is currently the advisor
to the president of the USLA, an appointed
position.” He served as a longtime advisor to
the president of the USLA, an appointed
position. Gallagher presented a plaque of
appreciation for 50 years of service from the
Mid-Atlantic Region of the United States
Lifesaving Association. Unable to be present
for the gala event, Robert “Bob” Dillon, former President of the USLA Monmouth
County Chapter, supported the Fowler family, long distance,
with planning the celebrations. Spike’s wife Gloria and their
two sons, Stephen and David, coordinated the large event to
ensure a memorable evening.
Tributes continued with the Monmouth County Park System’s
14th invitational Surf Relay on Friday, August 2nd, where the
event was named in Spike’s honor. The Park System lifeguards
tied with the City of Long Branch lifeguards for first place in the
annual event.
During the “off-season,” Fowler is Professor of marketing and
Fashion Merchandising at Brookdale Community College,
Lincroft, NJ, a position held for 44 years. He stated, “I was humbled by the tremendous outpouring of friendship and lifeguard
fellowship.” He was quick to joke, “this is not my retirement, it
just marks the first 50 years!” his website is
www.spikefowler.com.

T H E C H A I N O F S U R V I VA L
Prudence Meads, First Flight Paramedic/RN

This past June, at a lifeguard protected Indian River County beach,
a middle aged man suffered a sudden cardiac arrest in view of Ocean
Rescue Lifeguards John Dotsey and Chris Watkins. Dispatch was
immediately called and CPR was started. Within minutes, paramedics arrived on scene, defibrillated the patient and transported
him to the hospital. The fortunate man is alive and well today.
Skilled practitioners and instructors of CPR know and teach a basic
principle: the chain of survival. The first link of that chain is early
activation of emergency response, the second link is immediate
CPR with efficient chest compressions. The other links include
defibrillation and advance life support (i.e. establishing IV’s,
administering cardiac medications). Without the first two links
however, early activation of Emergency Medical Services and early
CPR, the succeeding links are WORTHLESS.
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Time and time again, I have arrived on scene, delayed by traffic,
distance or other factors and no CPR has occurred. Regardless of
all the advanced life support techniques that I or other paramedics
can administer, NOTHING takes the place of basic life support. It
takes only four minutes for a brain deprived of oxygen to start
dying—irreparable brain damage will occur and dead neurons will
NEVER come back. Patients who happen to survive this type of
insult remain in persistent vegetative states until death.
The actions of Ocean Rescue Lifeguards John Dotsey and Chris
Watkins saved a vibrant life that day. Ocean Lifeguards are trained
Emergency Responders, skilled in basic life support and emergency
ocean rescue. Their jobs are vital to the safety of our citizens and
visitors to our beaches.
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